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CHAPTCW I 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The Advisory Coutiittoe on tlie Application of Science and Technology 
to Development (ACAGT) dec tied at ite seventeenth oesEion in Geneva fron 
23 October to  1 November ',)'J? to consider at its next session in New York 
in April 1973 the question of design of industrial equipment.    It was 
noted that most industrial  equipment is designed by engineers, inventors 
and others in the developed countries,  almost entirely in terms of the 
need for labour saving methods of production.    While the less developed 
countries,  through various  institute», have begun to give consideration 
to drawing up new designs of a labour intensive equipment,  the ACAST 
noted that the bulk of the research, development and engineering work 
on the design of industrial equipment is being carried out in the deve- 
loped countries.    Consequently,  at loayt a fraction of the efforts and 
talents in these countries could be devoted to the dpsign of labour 
intensive,  but nevertheless efficient types of equipment in co-operation 
with experts from the institutes from the less developed countries.    The 
ACAST wishes to    consider formulating a global project under the leader- 
ship of UNDP to organize systematic research, posBibly through a con- 
sort ium arrangement. \J 

2. The World Plan of Action for the Application of Science and Tech- 
nology to Development,  2/ as well as the International Strategy of Deve- 
lopment for the Second United Nations Development Decade, indicate broadly 
the amount of fesources required to adequately apply science and technology 
for the benefit of the developing countries.    It has been stated that the 
developing countries should endeavour to attain an expenditure level by 
the end of the decade of a minimum average level equivalent to 0.5 per cent 
of their gross product.    While the International Development Strategy 
did not spocifically mention the preciso percentage for the direct support 
of soienoe and technology in developing countries during the second deoade, 
as it would be specified during the first biennial review, the World Plan 
of Action, on the other hand, recommended a target of 5 per cent of non- 
military internal research and development of developed countries.    These 
are essentially broad magnitudes in financial terms of the totality of 
efforts required,  including the development of appropriate technologies 
for industrial development, as well as the building up of an adequate 
infrastructure to sustain the technological efforts of the developing 
countries themselves.   The proposal of the ACAST to consider the question 
of design of industrial equipment in this context and to stimulate the 
interest in this subject is, therefore, a welcome development. 

3. The question of the design of the industrial equipment so as to 
make the best use of the human and material resources available in the 
developing countries is indeed a very complex one.    The subject is closely 
linked to the strategy of development, factor endowments, the choioe of 
appropriate technologies, appropriate processes, etc.    Any examination of 

** Report of the Working Group on Appropriate Technology, 
ACAST/mi/CRP.4, 27 October 1972, page 3 

» World Plan of Aotion, New York, 19711 P*S« 3 
8ales No. E.71 .II.A.1Q. 
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the design of industrial equipment cannot be divorced from the much 
broader conetderatiene of   strategic  priority setting,   economic, social 
and environmental constraints and advantages of various technical con- 
siderations and,  last lut not least,   í\-OM the experience gained in the 
course of time on the technical  and  economic viability of the various 
design concepts.    This last point  is mainly 104.0nBJ.hle for the very 
marked tendency that the design of mo~t of the equipment dependa 
largely on the imitation und cautioua improvement of once proven design 
rather than taking advantage of the possibility to design equipment 
based mainly on the potentially useful techniques and innovations as 
they become available froin the enormous R and D activities. 

4» Considerable literature exists on the subject of appropriate 
technology, methodology for project  evaluation and appraisal, problems 
in regard to transfer of technology,  etc.    However, very little litera- 
turo deals with the problem at the macro-level,  analysing the different 
aspects of structure of production in apocific industrial branches. 
The material which does exist on the subject ie not adequately co-ordi- 
nated and synthesized with the concepts,  terminology and analytical 
tools developed at the macro-economic level. 

5« The objective of this paper is to review briefly some of the 
published material as well as the unpublished reports of son e experts 
who have advised various    governments at their request on related 
questions of technology.    It i a hoped that such a review will ausist 
ACAST to evolve the lines for further research and action, and will also 
provide a basis for the preparation of an overall global project, as 
indicated in the previous session of ACAST. 
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CHAPTER II 

CHOICE OF APPROPRIATE 'rvnTjwm/vri v* 

t*  v.« -.The P1?ble? e^co^cred v;ith re,v;;,.rd to the choice of appropriate 
technologies has  been comprehensively covered in a document  cS 
ArAcï     iff &•ro/ri&U f0r i^^ric-l development-,  1/ prepared by 
ACAST.    It is noted that the developing countries are faced Sí aelec- 
tinC industries and technologie« in tlio light of the problems  faced S 

SSJ5,of,fSiPPOd n,atUia ;eS0UrCe3> Btort°ff" of capitel °an1 par- ticularly of foreign exchange,  lack of skills,  including the «crioua 
proble, of unenployaent and under-employ,,,«*.' Although the e hoTce 
between techniques requiring mere or loss capital «wd special sìm. 

L c nsideLld V  th° °nll Ch0iCe t0 be made in ouch a "election    iï is considered, however,  the moot relevant in view of the rising Dressur« 
on unomplcv.ent       It is recognized,  en the other hand; thaì l Sie itT 
possible to meet  the unemployment probier by selecting for development 

Ínt h Îîfî^nT W i" 'S• ÌntenSÌVe *«*»<*<**« - industïicrr which different  combinations of labour and capital intensity exist side 

Ïïa   able LTwhXiSt T* " ^^ tcch^°^ alternatore noi 
Ìli    W. ri?       '  lf+! 

parJicular indua^y is to be established at 
tlÌLt ff t lnB n0 0ther Ch0ice than t0 ^P* WV technology oven 
{S labour"        a CaPÌtal lntenSiVe *^«olo&y «Joying relfîivoïy" 

LaShlff ?P?r?  fUrther indicates tha*  there exiets a spectrum of 
poBBible industries- ranging at one extreme from industriel in which 
there is no practicable or officient alternative to the capital inten 
• ive technology used in developing countries to industries aî the îïer 

fïî^ e*tremes»  there are industrie- in which there exist a scope 

ou* are also efficient m conditions ruling there.    What is needed    th«• 
fore, is a proper selection of technologie* with varying ratios of '<llltll 
tod special skills per worker in order to enhance tío ftlíer utnLaUof 
of the natura   and  financial resources available to each   oÎnïry as ÍeU 
tlníilSí        î-a?d BOìÌal dcvel°P"^-    The question of appropriate 

íecn«^wnd Teohnol?«y in elation to Industrial Development, 
Technologies appropriate for industrial development^**, pages 4-5 

ïnftÏÏ!*°f|indU:t,Par M * generator of direct employment, although 
important,  is not concidered in this paper.    It is clear that    if 
SS CreatÌ0rVJ8 î° be **• -infective 5Ln Zur^turing 
tie cÍL hf . aff0rí a laree SCOpe for diroct «Ploynt.    On^ 
SVïSS^ÏÎÏÎ'- Ä* mPl0yrT* e«0»** * industrialization 
l««o!„r    1    Ì*     ^h^110^.   industry brings with it the capacity to 

«wMsa«H>» 
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8. At the other end of the scale¡   the report points out the number 
of considera Lione which 'C'crely restrict  the abilita of the national 
planning authorities and other decision-makcrc of  the developing countries 
to v.ilta a proper choice of technologie;-.    These refer to contractual 
arreng cm ente wüh privato foreign co¡.ipcmie~;  the organized efforts of 
equipment salesmen to sell the noni   expensive and labour-saving equipment, 
tied to purchases of capital equipment manufactured in a particular indu- 
strialized country under bilateral   i inancial arrangements,   etc.    The 
decisions of the cngineerc and the plfuit managers, who consciously select 
and show preference are the most s i fp\ \ fi can t factor in the choice of 
appropriate industrial equipment and  machinery in the developing countries. 
There are alto  instances of erection of.  overly ambitious plants,  largely 
for prestige reasons,and out of proportion to the real needs and resources 
of the economy of the country concerned. 

9. Thus there appears to be a dichotomy in regard to the approach 
used by the planners on the one hand and by the engineers on the other. 
There exists a need to bridge the gaj> bcbvroen the two approaches that 
are prevalent   in the selection of appropriate technologies for specific 
industrial branches. 

10. Generally speaking, the macro-economic approach usee broad aggre- 
gate data which han been collected for other purposes than the specific 
aspects of the choice of appropriate technology.    Thin data covers in- 
formation en averages for industry or groups of enterprises in different 
countries for different time periods,   different fonos of industrial 
organization and other different characteristics.    Comparisons arc 
generally made on the basis of amount of capital per worker, value added, 
employment, value added per employee,  by specific industrial branches in 
one country or in tenas of developed or developing countries. 

11. Another classification exists  in terms of capital intensive 
industries, labour intensive industries, or alternatively,  tho modern 
Hector, traditional sector, other manufacturing,  oto.    Conclusions ar« 
sometimes drawn as to industries where capital intensity is either re- 
quired or inevitable and the available economic literature often presents 
broad general conclusions to the effect that consumer industries are 
generally labour intensive and the Rmall  industries are more so,  etc. 
There exist also studies which are based on historical  series in a given 
country and comparison of such data with other countries at different 
levels of development, and which indicate changes over a given period 
of time in terms of structure of industry and also the changes of the 
different components within it.    The analysis inevitably is in highly 
aggregate terras and the data used in terms of broad averages. While an 
analysis of thir: type provides a broad    picture of growth over a period 
of time, information on changes of importance of relative sectors, 
changes in factor proportions,  etc.,  this may not be entirely appropriât« 
for the understanding of the subject  in question, namely design and use 
of equipment who^e aim is to permit  employment of larger numbers and to 
promote efficiency in production. 

mmtmmimmm^tmmmmmmi 
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CHAPTER    III 

MACRO-ECONOMIC APPROACH TO CHOICE OF PRODUCTION TBCHMTqiffS 

12. Industry is not only a dynamic eector of tho economy,  it is also 
the most complicated sector if one considers that the number of indu- 
strien and manufactured products is considerable.    The ISIC four digit 
claseif i cation identifico come R4 ..lajor manufacturing branches.    Within 
a given industrial branch,  pro duo c ron can perhaps be organizad with 
different degrees of capital  intensity.    Production may often be orga- 
nized on a large reale and in a highly automated wr,y and alternatively 
in email industrial unite- uning Bimplo machines.    There are aleo diffe- 
rences  in the machinée and machine capacities depending on the purpose 
for which and when they were designed.    Furthermore» the technical and 
engineering developments are taking place at euch a rapid rate that the 
assessment an to their application and use considering the different 
problema of the developing countries in .nind alno need to bo undertaken. 1/ 
Industry thus presenta a kaleidoscopic picture which requires reasonably 
refined tools for analysis and adequate data, not Mentioning the impor- 
tance of the availability of trained personnel to make an assessment. 

13.        Probably the more practical approach in examining the problems 
of appropriate technologies and design of industrial equipment would 
be tho macro-economio approach,  conflicting of detailed analysis by 
specific branchée, makiiig use of technological information on tho alter- 
native processes available.    In order to reveal possible technological 
combinations to achieve a much higher degree of disaggregation,  it is 
necessary to approach the question by industrial branchée.    This approach 
requires considerable resources as well ao appropriato methodology.    An 
effort is made here, therefore, to refer to some cane studies, which may 
provide a basis for further work.    Tho reference to these studies does 
not in any way imply tho acceptance of the methodology, but only an in- 
dication of the type of work that could bo undertaken, assuming tho data 
were available. 

14.        A study which was conducted by the United States Department of 
Agriculture outlined six methods of material handling, providing the 
labour and equipment costs corresponding to  each technique. According 
to the analysis given in table 1 below, some of the methods require 
not only more capital, but also more labour than others.    It is evident 
that at any price of labour and capital, methods employed under A, B, 
C and E are more expensive than under F.    For certain relative labour- 
capital prices,  especially for relatively high labour costs, D may be 
cheaper than F, while for other price rations F will be cheaper?^}/ 

Report of the Expert Oroup on Secondhand Equipment for Developing 
Countries, New York,  1966, Saleo No. E.66.II.B.9 

2/ 
"An analysis of some methods of loading delivery trucks of produce 
wholesalers», Marketing Research Report, No. 15, Washington, D.C., 
•ay 1952 

m+m 
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TABLE 1 Data on six methods of loading delivery trucks 
"""""""""" of produce wholesale!":  (do 11 air, por ton loaded) 

Method 
Coat of Loading 

one ton 

A. Low-lift platform truche and dead skids for 
assembling and belt conveyors for loading 

B. Two-wheel hand trucks, semi-livo skid» and 
jacko  for assembly, belt conveyors for loading 

C. Seni-live skids and jacks for assembly and ele- 
vating and horizontal belt conveyors for loading 

D. Pork-lift trucks and pallete: for assembly, 
belt conveyors for loading 

E. Pour-wheel hand truckc, fork-lift., trucks and 
pallets for assembly, gravity conveyors and 
manual handling for loading 

P.    Pour-wheel handtrucks for both assembly and 
loading 

Labour Equipment 

1.74 0.44 

1.46 0.12 

2.02 0.18 

1.19 0.31 

2.13 0.14 

1.41 0.02 

15» .      A case study prepared by the Netherlands Economic Institute and 
the Training and Research Foundation    \J   refers to the manufacture of 
certain parts by three alternative techniques involving use of three 
types of lathes:  an engine lathe, a turret lathe and an automatic lathe. 
The machine parts are three simple workpieces machined out of bar steel, 
and producod in fixed proportions to each other.    The study    comes to 
the conclusion that two factors are particularly important for the 
economic choice of lathes: the number of types of different machine. 
parts and  the desired nunber of machine part^ of each type per year. 
With a small production run, a general-purpose lathe will be cheaper 
as compared with a special purpose machine.    With a large production 
run, spécial-purpore equipment will have lower production costs. 

16.        A study prepared by ÎXLA entitled "Choice of Technologies in 
Latin American Textile Industry",  2/    classified machinery into three 
broad groups relating to technology current  in 1950,  I960 and 1965, as 
referred to in levels A, B and C respectively in table 2.    The three 
levels were then applied in modelt: of spinning mills containing about 
15|000 spindles.    The exact production capacity of each model was, 
however,  determined by the size of the machinery available at the 
relevant level of technology, so as to produce conditions of optimum 

1/ 

Ü 

"Alternative Techniques of Production" - A Case Study on Techniques 
of Lathing",  Rotterdam, May 1957 

"Choice of Technologien in Latin American Textile Industry",   1966 
( ST/ELCA/CONF. 23/L. 33) 
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balance. Since the object was to illustrate the effect of technology 
on cost, it was implicitly assumed that the full output could be cold 
in all caces. It was further assumed that o single type of cloth, of 
plain weave, would be produced. T¿\ble 2 provides information on the 
capital investment in eacli case, including pro-operational costs and 
working capital, plant capacity, output, numbers employed, coa'* 
and profitability. 

TABLE 2 Data for integrated cotton mills in Latin Air.nrioa 

Level A       Level  D Level C 

Capital investment ($1,000) 
Number of spindles installed 
Number of looms installed 
Yarn output (tons p.a.) 
Cloth output (1,000 metres) 
Number employed 
Cost of cloth ($ per 1000 metres) *) 
Return on investment (percentage)**) 

4,453.3 5,65c5 6,507-6 
13,600.0 15,200.0 14,800.0 

534.0 530.0 524.0 
2,265.0 2,643.0 2.C95.0 

16,800.0 19,6C0.0 21,500.0 
668.0 446.O 315.O 
176.O 156.O 149.0 
28.1 32.6 33.3 

*)    excluding any allowance for remuneration    of the entrepreneurial 
skills oxercised and the capital invested 

**)    gross margin before tax, assuming cloth is sold at &25O per 
1000 metres.    The return compares with an averago interest 
rate for long-tei.r. credits of 12 per cent. 

In Betting up a mill, the entrepreneur will have to balance the diffi- 
culty of acquiring the larger amounts of capital required for levels 
B or C compared with level A againot the reduction in costs which might 
be achieved; he may also be less confident that the domestic market 
could absorb the higher output obtainable in the latter two cases.    In 
those cases where the government of a developing country is participa- 
ting in the establishment of a mill,  it may be anxious to secure employ- 
ment opportunities;  from this point of view level A clearly offers the 
greatest advantages.    The ECLA report judged that  level B was likely 
to be the most advantageous to Latin America, on a balance of considera- 
tions . 

17.        In a study prepared by the United Nations entitled "Capital In- 
tensity in Heavy Engineering Construction" \J an analysis was under- 
taken of the costs involved in earth-moving operations by using different 
typos of machines.    Data of earthwork on reel-jnation projects,  construction 
of hydro-power stations am1 road excavations in the United States and 
in Sweden were examined and compared with the requirements of the deve-, 
loping countries.    The results indicated that in the excavation operations 
in the developing countries,  the use of highly mechanized techniques is 

1/ 
"Capital and Intensity in Heavy Engineering Construction", 
UN,  Industrialization and Productivity, No.  1,  pp 35-48, 
New York, April 195ß 
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likely to result in unit costs of operations which are substantially. 
higher than in tho more advanced countries for similar lovols of mecha- 
nization.    The major faotors contributing to this higher cost appear 
to he euch elements as poor rate of utilization of equipment, over its 
lifetime and on the job,  inadequate maintenance,  costly repairs,   otc. 
The results of this analysis also indicato that external   economics are, 
at least in the particular industry under consideration,  but probably 
also in    many other industries,  a key factor in determining the economic 
level of mechanization.    It would also appear that the problem of the 
level of Mechanization involves not so rauch a choice between alternative 
techniques of greater or lesser capital intensity as   the proper selection 
of the capital itself.    In other words,   the problem of capital intensity 
raises qualitative as much as quantitative considerations.    The study, 
in conclusion,  called for a comprehensive and accurate cost recording 
of construction projects in order to provide reliable statistical data 
for further research. 

1°•        The above-mentioned case studies serve to indicate that more 
research is needed in the examination of a combination of different 
factor proportions.    Some broad outlines r.ay be formulated to further 
research as follows:    the available alternative methods of producing 
a number of well-defined goods  are described in terms of required quan- 
tities of labour and capital.    Subsequently an attempt will be under- 
taken by appropriate groupings to elicit tho underlying factors which 
determine the possibilities of substitution.    The data to be used could 
also relate to the nature of the product including quality output per 
unit of time,  types and amount of labour involved, quantity of capital 
used including methods of evaluation, depreciation allowances,  etc. 
The data required for such an analysis is difficult  to obtain readily. 
Recourse has to be made to individual enterpriser who often have to 
engage in comparative Btudies of different methods of production as 
well ao to foreign subsidiaries and enterprises which in turn work with 
a large number of small sub-contracting independent firms. 
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.   OIAPTF.ll IV 

STUDIES AND "JiSLAr.C!. UKDÎDRTAIŒi   3Y UI.IDO 

19»        In order  to provide some basic data on the structure of 
production in  individual industrial  enterprises,  UHIDO has initiated 
action to compile data from selected countries,  both developed and 
developing,  in regard to industrial  establishments that  arc actually 
in operation«     The data hus been published in tho serios entitled 
"Profiles of Manufacturing Establishments".    Tha purpose of collecting 
and publishing this date is not  to construct rigid theoretical norms 
in a preconceived framework, but rather to prepare a kina of 
reference material v;hich would show the user the variety of 
possibilities,  both technological  and organizational that occur in 
actual industrial production operating in varying environmental con- 
ditions.    The data contained in the profiles is intended to assist, 
not only in the preparation of economic feasibility studies,  but also 
in the viability analysis both of pre-project  and actual project 
contexts,  including the type of analysis mentioned in some of the 
case studies above, l/ 

20. The data presented for a given industry contains information 
on fixed capital assets,  inventories,   labour,  annual production, output, 
intermediate inputs,  valu« added and expansion.     It also contains 
information on selected coefficients such as equipment per employee 
in direct production,  value added per employee,  annual wage per 
employee in direct production,  level of production at break even 
point, etc. 

21. UITIDO has not attempted in depth the type of analysis mentioned 
in the case studies above.    It is possible, however, that a research 
organization could continue the work of further collecting the available 
material and would also systematically develop an analytical framework 
for an examination of alternative techniques in industrial production.2/ 

22. UNIDO has published recently a study entitled "Guidelines for 
Project Evaluation" which provide    yet  another approach to the problem 
of choice in regard to industrial projects,¿/    The approach contained 
in these guidelines involves a definite commitment to the simultaneous 
pursuit of more than one objective or dimension of welfare in project 
formulation and evaluation.    Ae guidelines are based on the belief 
that the expansion of aggregate consumption and progress towards a more 
equal distribution are the accepted goals of development.    Other 
dimensions of welfare are taken as instrument» to achieve these goals: 
for example,  employment is stated an a goal of development.    To a 
great extent, however¡ the expansion of employment opportunities is 
•imply a mesns to ensure a better distribution of income or the 
expansion of aggregate consumption.    The methodology contained in the 

1/   "Profiles of Manufacturing Establishments", Volumes I and II, 
Sales wo.  JS.67.IIb. 17 and lï.60.IIb. 13. 

2/   In the discussion during the November 1972 session of ACAST on 
the design of equipment,  reference is made to the establishment 
of a research organization as a part of the global project on 
equipment design. 

}J    "Guideline  for Project ^valu-it JO; '',   fiali:-, 'JO,  :>./]?.. IJb, 11 , 
NíW York,   Jl<7? 
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guidelines is thus sufficiently flexible to incorporate theso and 
other distinct objectives inasmuch as it stresses the national 
profitability approach;  it also offers a practical  approach in 
defining the weights that arc the quantitative expression of the 
relative importance attached to various objectives. 
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CHAPTER V 

UNIJ)0'S PROGRAMMI. O? TKCHdlW.i. ASSISTANT: mi THE 
DEVJ~-Xì?];TG COU::: ,T:.;S IH TH . ?iuuD o? .T:JU:üT?J-,:í O? 

TECHNOLOGY A.WÍ ¡ 0U.IPÎT.]fIT UiJLÎZAVIOii II "INDUSTRY 

23. The General Assonbly assigned to UNIDO, in resolution 2152 (XXl), 
certain specific function« with regard to the most  effective adap- 
tation of modern industrial methods of dissemination of information 
on technological product innovations,   adaptation of existing technology 
and ths development of new technology specially adapted to the 
particular physical,  social and economic conditions of the developing 
countries.    1/ithin this frr>me'-;ork, Ui-ïIIX) hoi? provided,  during the 
five years of its existence,   at the request  of the developing countries, 
a munter of experts to assist thorn in the planning,  establishment and 
operation of different industries.    At  present, \J)IW has some 
800 experta in the field, who are providing advice to a number of 
developing countries on industrial technology,  industrial services 
and institutions,  and industrial planning and programming.    Of those, 
almost 60 per cent of UlilDO's programme of technical assistance is 
in the field of industrial technology, which comprises engineering 
industries, motiülurgical industries,   construction and building 
materials industries,  chemical industries,  fertilizer and petrochemical 
induutries,  light industries,  etc. 

24. The technical assistance programme of UNIDO in the field of 
engineering industries is mainly concentrated on the transfer of 
technology in the ar^as of agricultural engineering, mechanical 
engineering, electrical and electronic engineering and transportation 
equipment.    The major objective of UiJIDO in this rrea of work is to 
assist the developing countries to establish an effective utilization 
of manufacturing facilities and engineering services.    In addition to 
promoting the manufacture of capital equipment and other engineering 
producta, UNIDO is increasingly promoting repair and maintenance 
services in all fields of engineering.    Another important activity 
is the promotion of local design capabilities, since a good design 
is fundamental  and indispensable +,o the proper execution of any 
engineering project.    Over a long term, local design capabilities 
are vital to the process of industrialization.    In on effort to achieve 
these objectives, a wide range of technical  assistance projects has 
been executed by the staff of UNIDO and its experts. 

25»        The pattern of requests which UÌTID0 has received from the 
developing countries over the past years for technical assistance to 
their metallurgical industries reflects three main objectives; 

(a) the promotion of industrial utilization of promising 
resources of metallurgical raw materials; 

(b) the creation and expansion of local production of 
needed metals; and 

(o)    the establishment of indigenous sources of metallurgical 
expertise so that problems related to metal production 
and application can be solved locally. 
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26. Although the requests received by UMLJO cover v. variety of 
problems related to  th.- production and application of mutale, several 
priority ar.;as have; been identified,  and to those U1JID0 is directing 
its main efforts and resource.!;,  i.e.  establishment of alumina and/or 
aluminium production facili lice;  smelting of ilmenite concentrates 
with production of pig iron ancî z. slag rich in titanium oxide; 
copper,  lead and zinc production;  development of the iron and steel 
industry,   establishment   and improvement of foundry fr.ci'lities, and 
creation  find transfer of metallurgical know-how.    The assistance 
provided by Ui:IDO in other industrial areau follows similar lines. 

27. The technical assistance provided by UMIDO over the past yearB, 
as mentioned earlier, h:¿s been primarily directed at the request of 
the developing countries to the establishment and efficient operation 
of industries.    The samples of assistance provided, particularly as 
related to industrial equipment and its design and maintenance,  »re 
contained in the tabic attached as Annex 2 to this paper.    It provides 
merely a sample of the type of assistance provided by U1ÎID0 rather 
than the totality of assistance, which is much broader in scope and 
in numbers»    A detailed account of   ill the reports prepared by the 
different UNIDO expert3 working on the programme is contained in a 
•ories of documents entitled "Industrial Development Abstracts" 
(ID/S2R.B/1-3).1/ 

1/   See also i    Programme of Work of UIÎIDO for 19731 Report of 
Activities in 1971 and Updating of 1972 Programme, Part Three. 
ID/B/97 (Part III) 
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CHATTE VI 

ANALYSIS OF SEL'-'C-'jyT) lîi^OTiT: Ul,  THF f'WjiM' Oí-' 
APPKOPÌtlAT/. TLi'r:':OLOaY •^"jíA'H.M^1 """f"-;f~ 

PRKPAJ.ÍJD D/ UíIIiW'S   ¿iáUÜ-i" I CAL Xii>iï~ÎX^-''"^ÎV:'' 

?8.        The reports prepared at the conclusion of ihoir e.Rßignmantr.i 
ty some of UîïIDO's experts  on their experiences  or. OXìVìLJIìI:'; the 
developing countries previde an iiuei'ust Lng account of the cross 
section of viewpoints on the subject of choicx of techniquen, 
appropriate technologies and instances of where mechanic-iti on is 
needed nnd where it  is not,   so as to indicate the future   requirement a 
of the developing countries  in these, .".roan.    While it would require 
a massive research effort  to go through nil thc;u   reporta in order 
to collate and to analyse the information therein in a cyatomatic 
way,  it might nevertheless  be pertinent to refer to a crocs section 
of views contained in the reports of these, experts.    The  information 
summarised belou is based on a review of a crous  section of opinions 
expresses in the reports of a numbei' of UKI1X) technical  assistance 
experts. 

29«        In these reports,  abundant reference Ì3 made to the adoption 
of both labour intensive an'1, capital intensive industries.    The 
arguments presented,  however, follow bronci aggregative lines, 
suggesting policy orientation rather than how this could be achieved. 
The advocates of labour intensive policies base their recommendations 
on Bocial and economic grounds, namely the provision of employment 
and distribution of income.     Reference is also made in theso reports 
to the development of numerous decentralized small-scale,   labour 
intensive industries of exceptional efficiency v.'hich allow for a 
relatively lov: degree of mechanization.    The establishment of small- 
scale labour intensive industries,  it is argued, would not give rise 
to an undesirable increr-sc  in urban population vnC a concomitant 
rise in social overhead expenses.    The advocates of capital intensive 
policies argue that no country has ever succeeded in solving its 
economic problems by favouring low efficiency.   >It is suggested that 
it ìB necessary to achieve higher and continuously increasing labour 
productivity in order to bring about a cumulativo process of increased 
production, national income,  savings and investment.    As a result of 
its higher productivity,  industrialization along capital  intensive 
linos will yield a larger surplus of products over consumption, which 
in turn will be available for capital formation and in the long run 
lead to higher employment. 

30.        It is also argued that a developing country could have both 
types of industries, namely capital intensive and labour intensive, 
and that the degree of mechanization or the capital intensity would 
be determined by the markets to which the products arc destined. 
In order to promote exports of manufactures to the developing countries, 
one cannot but cstabliEh large-seal^, efficient units of production 
while, at the same time, taking advantage of the low wage rates, BO 
as to enable them to compete in the external markets.    The industries 
supplying the domestic market could use more labour intensive methods, 
and it is also suggested  that rural industriel, be encouraged so as 
to support thrt local demand ?nd to permit bettor distribution of 
incomes. 
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31.        Some of   the U!!IûO techniciens ?nd engineers working in specific 
breches of industrial production bring out the fact that even the 
larûcr-ccplc industries, using up-to-date methods of production,  tend 
to employ more lr.bour than similar unita in the developing countries. 
For example,   it  io stated that  in a fertilizer plant in the United States, 
with 70,000 -tone of nitrogenous capacity producine urea and ammonium 
Bulphcte,   loss xlira 500 technical  aid other personnel arc employed.' 
On the other hand, in a plant  of z sii.riiar capacity in India, 
manufacturing similar products,  the number of technical and other 
personnel  employed varies from 1,138 in or:„ to 1,947 in another plant. 
The ratio of the engineers   to non-cnginetrs is  also sharply different 
in plants with  similar capacity and product mix in the developed and 
devuloping countries.    While many experts continue to advocate the 
reduction oí   the number of the personnel raqui red for the sake of 
efficiency,   it  is also clear that much of the variations in the numbers 
employed will dopend on the mechanization after the ammonia synthesis. 
Apart from the cost of the  equipment which varies from 33 per cent to 
50 per cent of the total project costo depending on the industry, 
there exists the whole range  of operations in mat ori ala handling .and 
administrative operations, which are mechanized in the industrialized 
countries,  but need not be BO in tho developing countries, 

32.        In the field of processing industries,  this factor is quite 
pronounced in the sense that  the basic material such as PVC or other 
similar products involve sophisticated technology and equipment, 
involving low labour requirements.    The fabrication of plastics into 
finished articles, for instance, is highly labour intensive and does 
not require high skill.    The main areas permitting employment of 
high proportion of labour with certain degx-ecs of skills are in the 
fields of repair and maintenance of equipment,  finishing processes, 
quality control and inspection, packaging, components assembly,  otc. 
Exemples of these areas are given by one expert as follows: 

1. Glass reinforced plastics (unsaturated polyesters) for 
fishing boats, furniture, containers using the hand- 
lay up technique; 

2. PVC for artificial flowers; 

3. Various thermoplastics (PVC, polyethylene, polystyrene) 
for toys and souvenirs; 

4-      Plastics components for building and construction 
(we.terpipes, hardware, profilos, window frames, floor 
covering, roofing,  insulation foams),  all of which 
require considerable labour for assembly purpose; 

5«      Synthetic fibre for textile use, artificial leather, 
plastic clothing and footwear; 

6. Paints, varnishes and plastic glues; 

7. Assembling and packaging of electrical and household 
goods using plastic components. 
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33. The current trend is,  therefore, for investors to set up 
plastics fabrication plante in some cU;vclopir.c countries, talking 
advantage of the relatively cheap Icbour and then export the 
finished products.    For example, Hong liong with ovor 3,500 plastics 
fabrication planta, exported in 1971 USÌ270 million of finished 
plastics goods.    Singapore,  Thailand PIä the Republic of Korea are 
following the snmo pattern. 

34. Another expert in examining the considerations of machinery 
design in mot al-working industria susgosted th;>.t the gradur.l transition 
from adopting universal machines to automatic michinos should be as 
follows:    universal machines,  machines for bi-.ieh production, secnienco 
controlled machines, automatic machine s.    r^e universal machines 
which are most frequently used in factories combine precision, 
versatility and relatively lov; price.    'MB machine is well suited 
for a large variety of jobs and provides "every possible concession 
to the operator".    The most popular example of the universal lathe 
is the regular type of engine lathe which permita the use of skill 
and ability in determining the accuracy of the work pieces as well 
as the life and precision of the machine.    In providing designs for 
machines for batch production, it is indicated that the machino comld 
be composed of pro-fabricated units.    In this way, a factory with a 
relatively small number of machines could adapt itself to a new 
aeries of ports in a short time.    The same expert also makes roferenoe 
to the design of other types of machines which are suitable for tho 
developing countries.    The overall conclusion drawn is that the 
question of suitable machine toolB for a devoloping country should be 
answered individually for each case, taking into conoideration not 
only the employment facotrs, but also skill levels. 
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CHAPTER VII 

iir.T/iîArpio;i SERVICI: O? UNIDO o^? 
AFPR(TP7;IAT¿: CHOICL OF LQUIPH^T (ICE) 

35. UK TOO has, for some years, boon operating on induct ri al enquiry 
service for the benefit of the developing countries.    During 1971 
elone,  sorno 2,000 enquiries wore received from 61 developing countries, 
of which 52O referred to the provision of information on different 
aspcetc of trrjisfor of technology end know-how,  advice on machinery 
rjid industrial equipment.    In 1972, UTÎIJD0 received some 2,500 enquiries 
of which r. quarter referred to the areas mentioned above.    Most of the 
enquiries w;.rc made from the governmental organizations, productivity 
centres,  development banks, etc.    The enquiries received from private 
enterprises wore relatively few.    A large number of requests came 
from a few countries only, namely Brazil, Chile,  India, Mexico, 
Philippines and Turkey, v.'hich are also relatively more industrially 
advanced thon the other developing countries.    Most of the enquiries 
in the field of equipment wore for nameß and addresses of firms 
manufacturing equipment, specifications and price,  etc.    There were 
no enquiries strictly in the field of design of equipment or enquiries 
related to the choice of equipment permitting larger employment of 
labour resources. 

36. Within the framework of tho enquiry service, UNIDO has initiated 
on a pilot basis in January 1972 an information service on supply and 
alternatives for the choice of industrial equipment.    The need for such 
a service arose out of a recommendation made by a group of experts 
convened by UHIUO in 1967-    It was suggested that thie service  should 
cover all aspects of supply including technical,  economic and 
financial information, as well as on sources of supply of industrial 
equipment.    Such a service Bhould also survey conditions pertaining 
to the purchase and use of industrial equipment and maintain a close 
watch on prices. 

371 In I9711 the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science 
and Technology to developing countries took up the matter again and 
proposed in a report to ECOSOC to: 

"promote action on an expanded information system designed 
particularly to improve the flow of more appropriate 
industrial technologies to the developing countries: 
(a) assist in the establishment of technology information 
activities in both the developing and the industrialized 
countries,     (b) further develop and implement as soon as 
practically possible UIIIDO's proposal for tho establishment 
of an international equipment specification service operating 
in co-operation with the developing and industrialized 
countries".!/ 

1/   Document ~:/4967i 17 March 1971 f page 35 
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38.        In resolution I636, adopted on 30 July 1971, ÌXOS0C recom- 
mended that a number of international organizations including UNIDO 
should study,' in close co-operation, ways in which re li.ibi 0 information • 
including relevant data on the requirements for capital, lfibour,  raw 
materials and other factors of production - on known ;dtornalive 
technologies for selected major industries of interest to developing 
countries could beet be furnished in a cystemevtic way to Governments, 
enterprises and industrial consultent t¡, 1/ 

39»        The  interest  in,  and the need for, an equipment  information 
service is enormous.    This service when effectively undertiikcn may 
produce a practical solution to many questions connected with the 
problems of transfer of technology and the choice of appropriate 
technologies for the developing countries.   Details on the progress 
made in this project aro included in UNIDO's programme of work2/ and 
in two interim reports which have been distributed.    The Appropriate 
Choice of Equipment service will provide major assistance to the 
developing countries in enabling them to make their own decisions as 
to tho most appropriato equipment  and technology to be introduced in 
their industries.    In addition, the service will also establish a 
basis for tho dissemination of information on suppliers of industrial 
equipment from developing countries so that their products may become 
known to other developing countries and to the traditional markets. 
With the growing problem of unemployment and the need to find capital 
saving technologies, the service to be provided by the Appropriate 
Choice of Equipment Service will become of added importance. 

40. Initially it is intonded by UNIDO to take up only a limited 
number of industrial branches such as textilos, leather, woodworking, 
motal-working, repair and maintenance shops and construction industry. 
In view of the manifold difficulties inheront in the operation of tho 
project,  particularly related to tho alternative choice of equipment 
with employment considerations, etc., the ACli! project in the initial 
phase will be limited to provision of information relating to 
suppliers,  specifications, price,  etc.    Also a limited numbtr of 
supplier countries vii 11 be asked to participate and equipment data 
will be collected and processed only in a few selected subject fields 
so that the flow of information can be controlled and the procedures 
end results properly evaluated. , 

41* A beginning has been made by UNIDO following a contribution modo 
to this project by the Government of Japan and promise of oo-operation 
has been received from a number of developing countries both as donors 
and recipients to this service.    It is hoped that more resources" wrll 
become available to this project, not only through contributions made 
by Governments, but also, hopefully, through a global project which 
ACAST wishes to formulate on the subject of design of industrial 
equipment suitable for the developing countries. 

1/   Economic and Social Council resolution I636 (LI), paragraph 4 

2/   Document ID/B/97 (Part II), Add.l, paragraphs 193-197 
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SELECT!.]) LIST 07 WIEOJPgOJaOTS 
OF ASSlSTAHCHi ,riO THM ÛT.iLWTAG Oiì.JJTRIZS  IN 

INDUSTRIAL HACHI^rìiTAiiD Z'OÜTPi.i.'^I^r 
(in thousands "of US dollv.v'aJ~ 

AFRICA 

Algeria 
(ALO/69/12) 

TA 

Maintenance end repair of 
industriel equipment 

i 
1212 

15.0 

im 

Cameroon 
(CMR-19) 

SF 

Pilot programme in maintenance 
and repair 

10Ö.7 76.0 

Egypt 
(UAIt-55) 

SF 

Senegal 
VC/l/18 

OTF 

Engineering and industrial dußign      Duration:    5 yearB 
Operational:    I96Ô 
UNDP. £1,035,100 
fC^vornmonti   $1,224,000 

Contrai pilot workshop for 
fen trai repair and maintenance 

equipment) 

35.O 

Tunisia 
(TÜTÍ-27) 

8P 

Centre for the development of 
prototype tools, Sousse 

Duration; 4 years 
Operational: 1971 
UNDP. ¿681,600 
Oo ve. rnment :    S746,000 

Zaire 
(00N(K)34) 

SF 

Control services for maintenance       Duration:    2fc years 
and ropair of industrial equipment    Approved:    January 1970 

UNDP: $191,300 
Government:    I 55,000 
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ARICAS 1212 im 

Brazil Assistance to Motional Design 
(ElA/69/19)        Centre in research mid design 

TA of machine tools 

I5.O 

Columbi«. 
(COL/71/5) 

IP? 

Maint onrvnee and repair cf 
transport equipment 

30.0 77.0 

Jamaica 
(JAii-14) 

3F 

Repair and maintenance training 
and démonstration unit 

IO9.8 178.9 

Approved:    June 1971 
Duration;    3 years 
UNDP; ¿468,900 
Government:    ¿353f000 

Regional 
70/984 LAL-8 

SIS 

Assistance to th~ Junta of tho 
Andean Integration Oroup in 
toxtile engineering, non-ferrous 
metallurgy, machine tool 
production and mechanical 
equipment fabrication 

I4.O 
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ASIA AND THF! FAI! KÄST 1972 mi 

India 
(lND-67) 

SP 

Design Centre for electrical 
measuring instruments 

251.2 77.4 

Operational:    April I969 
Duration:    5 years 
UîîDPi S833.000 
Government :    »739»000 

India Industriel design (fellowship) 
(IND/0I/2/I) 

RP 

3.4 

Malaysia Assistance in foundry, tool, dye 
(MAL/68/6) Mid mould mrJcing 

IPP 

(34.5) 
Beyond 1973 
(1,750.5) 

Nepal 
(71/1305 
NEP-8) 
SIS 

Design, production and marketing 
of agricultural machinery end 
implements (i/o m/m expert services) 

12.0 

Pakistan 
(PAK/01/2/3) 

HP 

Mechanical industries 5.8 

Korea 
(KOR/69/16) 

TA 

Manufacture of knitting machines 3.7 

Thailand 
(71/1163 
THA-27) 
BIS 

Manufacture of small internal 
combustion engines (consulting 
firm) 

26.0 
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rrrenpr. AND THE MIDPUjEAST mi mi 

Bulgaria 
(BUL-3) 

SD1 

and 
IPC 

Roscaron Institute for Instrument 
Ik, sign 

Phnse I:      WDP; *29Ö,99? 
OovcinmGnt:    1550,000 

Phase IIJ    UIlDPi #605,000 
Oovornment :    S>4851000 

93.0 73.7 

(100.0) 305-0 

Beyond 1973 
200.0 

Approved:    January 1971 
Duration,    là yews 

Hungary 
(HUI'/14(1)1) 

IPP 

Development of mr.chinory 
production tinginöuring 

I4.O 14.9 

Romania 
(70/770 

ROM-9) 
SIS 

Design of and research in diesel 
engines for industrial, railway 
and na' -\ UBO 

I4.O 
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Kenya 
IPP 

Engineering design development centro 
(J8r;6,000) 

Chile 
IPP 

Assistance in the planning of a design 
and consulting centre (PAO) 
($7,500) 

Jajnnioa 
IPP 

Assistance to Toolmaktra Instituto 
($175.000) 

Indi» 
IFF 

Electric drives laboratory 
(Í39,400) 

Isrp.sl 
1PF 

Centre for testing, adaptation nnd 
design of farm Machinery 
(:40,000, fellowship and equipment) 
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